Present simple passive

Exercise 4. Write correct forms or words next to each sentence. 

Spanish teaches | is taught in most schools in Britain. ..................................

Baseball and basketball is played | are played in many places in Cuba. ..................................

In Turkey tea isn't drunk | don't drink with milk. ..................................

Bad news are published | is published more often than good news. ..................................

The man is cut by | with a knife. ..................................

Bananas are grown | are growing in Costa Rica. ..................................

The most expensive smartphones are sold | sells by Apple. ..................................

The information is sent by | with a computer. ..................................

A lot of modern music play | is played on this radio. ..................................

Hippos are founded | are found in Africa. ..................................

Jeans are worn | wear on all continents. ..................................

I am told | tell that you have a baby. ..................................
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Exercise 4

Spanish teaches | is taught in most schools in Britain.

Baseball and basketball is played | are played in many places in Cuba.

In Turkey tea isn't drunk | don't drink with milk.

Bad news are published | is published more often than good news.

The man is cut by | with a knife.

Bananas are grown | are growing in Costa Rica.

The most expensive smartphones are sold | sells by Apple.

The information is sent by | with a computer.

A lot of modern music play | is played on this radio.

Hippos are founded | are found in Africa.

Jeans are worn | wear on all continents.

I am told | tell that you have a baby.